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1. Version History 
Version # Date Change Detail 

Version 
1.0 

10/22/2012 Started document. Modified table of contents and header to 
include desired sections. Filled out Vision Statement and Audience 
Section 

Version 
1.1 

10/28/2012 Started on the Game Components section, filled out the Model 
Assets in the Assets section. 

Version 
1.2 

10/31/2012 Started Texture Assets section to include all non-model textures 
and started Audio Assets. Filled out the Game Mechanics Section. 

Version 
1.3 

11/01/2012 Added Reference images and scans of base layouts, topographic 
map, and top down map to the Prototypes section. 

Version  
1.4 

11/27/2012 Changed asset list in Assets to include new items and also removed 
items though to be no longer needed. 

Version 
1.5 

11/07/2012 Added play testing feedback to Quality Assurance Section 

Version 
1.6 

11/09/2012 Changed some information in Game Mechanics and Game 
Components. 

Version 
1.7 

11/11/2012 Removed asset lists and replaced them with references to external 
excel sheets in the Assets section. Added reference images to 
References section. 
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2. Vision Statement 
 

2.1 Map logline 
What do pirates do when they can’t sail the seas, well that’s up to you now isn’t it. 

2.2 Map overview 
The Pirates Breach map is a capture the flag map that pits the crew of a temporarily 

stranded pirate ship against the townsfolk of the non-expecting town that they decide to 

land in.  The red team is the pirates while the blue team is the townsfolk with each team 

consisting of eight players each.  Each side defends a base represented by a pirate ship and 

a town hall. Between the two is a battle torn town with only a few places left standing.  

2.3 Uniqueness 
Unlike some capture the flag maps that mirror the entire map, or even just the bases, this 

map mirrors location on. Both bases are unique with multiple entry and exit points, yet 

using distance and size they are balanced with each other.  The map also contains a total of 

three routes to get around the map, either through the center of town, the hill side caves 

or the rum runners tunnels. 

2.4 Mechanics 

Aside from the mechanics of Unreal itself, that of the weapons, character 

movements, and physics there are some other mechanics scripted into the map. 

These included physics actors that react to interaction from the player, destroyable 

objects, elevators, and several types of doors.  

3. Audience and Platform 
 

3.1 Intended Demographic 
The targeted audience for this map would be people who enjoy the first person shooter 

genre that prefer to play team based games that do not center around eliminating 

opponents alone. The age range for this game would be in the teens and up, since the 

game does contain violence, even though the players are depicted as robots.. 

3.2 Platform 
This map is to be played with Unreal Three in a multiplayer setting on personal computer. It 

requires some sort of network connection to allow multiplayer play as bots are not 

supported.  
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4. Background 
This map has a setting in the age after the renaissance where stone wooden and stone structures 

were both common, depending on the wealth of the town. The actual area is an outpost town that 

is being built up slowly by an interested lord. This is reflected in the fact that most of the buildings 

around and including the town hall have stone architecture while the shacks and buildings near the 

coast are made from wood and flotsam. Somewhere along the way a pirate ship with fake colors 

flying drifted into port for repairs and proceeds to attempt to pillage the town. At the point where 

the player enters the map the battle is mid-way with the pirate ship, town and town hall suffering 

cannon damage from both sides. 

5. Game World 
This capture the flag map takes place in a sheltered cove with only two ways of exiting the 

area safely. One way is by ship; however the pirates have seized control over the coast and 

dock area preventing escape. The other is a tunnel area that leads beyond the hills, yet due 

to cannon fire the passage has caved in and now there is no safe way of leaving town. 

Trying to swim too far in the water can lead to drowning after being swept away by the 

intense current farther of the coast. Due to this the only option is to fight until one of the 

two sides win. 

6. Gameplay Objectives 
Since this map is a capture the flag map, the main objective is for any team to reach three flag 

captures first wins. This can be expanded to protecting and retrieving flags as well, yet it still comes 

down to who scores three retrievals first. The teams flag must be at home base for them to score 

with the enemy flag as well. 

7. Rules 
There are predefined rules set by the Unreal Engine that will be used by default such as the jump 

height and the number of weapons. There will be no use of double jump or jump pads in this map. 

Also, only health and armor power ups will be used, which will be few are far between to avoid 

overuse and powerhouse plays. 

8. Game Components 
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8.1 Map Area 

8.1.1 Overall Design  

The map base is made with the terrain editor in Unreal Three and is created with a 

total of four textures representing sand, rock, grass, and gravel. The sand texture is to 

be used for the beach area of the coastline, with gravel for the river bed and some 

parts of the coastline that reside under water. The rock and grass will be used 

throughout, mostly for the hilly regions surrounding the outside of the map area. 

Running through the center of the map is a small river that will hinder travel, as the 

only way to get out is at either end unless certain objects are activated.  There are 

three ways to traverse the map, one going through the expansive middle area through 

town. Alternatively players can take the caverns in the hill side that leads to 

underground areas and hillside plateaus. Finally there is an underground rum runner 

tunnel that leads parallels the caverns on the other side of the map. Also, each side 

has a perch or high area near their base that can be used for sniping purposes. 

8.1.2 Red Teams Base 

The base for the red team is a three layer pirate ship, with the flag on the middle deck 

of the ship. This base can be accessed from the docks in front with ramps to the top. 

On the back of the ship is a ladder which leads to the top, however if a player can 

reach this without being seen they may have a chance to sneak pass. There is also a 

life boat that acts as an elevator on the side facing out to sea. Besides straight forward 

ways of accessing the ship there are two openings cover with destroyable objects that 

can be used to access other floors of the ship. One entrance is near the rear that 

accesses the second floor, which is reachable by scaffolding.  Another opening near 

the front which can lead to a small area below the flag room, this is a one way trip 

that cannot be used to escape with the flag. The flag can be accessed from all sides, 

from a cargo opening in the top of the ship, and ladders and stairs allow the player to 

go to the same floor as the flag. One of the unused cannon ports can also be used for 

a quick escape if the path is cleared from the outside.  

8.1.3 Blue Teams Base 

The base for the blue team is a town hall structure with three main floors, with the 

flag resting on the main floor at ground level. There is a ladder on one side offering 

access to all floors and a encased stairway on the other doing the same. Players may 

enter the base through ramps that lead to a balcony, and also through the ladder on 

the side. What would be the main entrance is barricaded and cannot be used to enter. 

There is also a side cellar door that leads under the flag which is a one way trip. Two 

entrance/exits are covered with destroyable objects, one in the stairwell that has a 

ramp leading to it and the other is cellar mentioned previously. The flag can be 

accessed from all floors, with a removable skylight being drop down access. A window 

blocked off by barrels at the back of the building can be cleared from the outside to 

allow a quick escape. 
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8.1.4  Red Side Sniper Tower 

The red team’s sniper tower is an old wooden light house that offers a small amount 

of cover. From here the player can see down onto the dock area between covered 

areas. This area is joined to the red base only by the docks.  

8.1.5 Blue Side Sniper Tower 

The blue team’s sniper position is a plateau connected to the caverns in the hillside 

that allows a full view of the courtyard area of the town hall. In order for players to 

access this area they must traverse a small amount of uncovered terrain. 

8.1.6 Hillside Caverns 

This is an alternate way to get across the map at higher elevations. Besides a rope 

bridge near the center top of the map it is completely covered with to option open 

areas along the way that can be avoided. The area near the red base is a drop off 

which is a one way trip once reaching the base, so it cannot be used to return the flag 

directly from the red side.  

8.1.7 Rum Runner Tunnel 

This is a tunnel which allows one way travel ending at the outside of the blue team’s 

base. It has an entrance near the red base and another in a building near the center of 

the map. The tunnel is covered except where it crosses under the river in the center of 

the map.  

8.1.8 Town Area 

This is the area between the two bases, it consists of several buildings that can be 

used to hide or get cover. There is also rubble that can be used as cover from people 

on the same elevation, yet not snipers. Along with this there is a ruined fountain in 

the center of town that has been pelted with cannon balls. This area is mostle open 

and is the main avenue for accessing both bases. 

8.1.9 River 

Through the center of the map is a river which extends the width of the map, at both 

ends there are entrances to the rum runner’s tunnel and hillside caverns. Also, players 

falling into the river have to walk to the other ends to get out of the river bed and into 

the open. 

8.2 Power Ups and Weapons 
 

8.2.1 Power Ups 
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8.2.1.1 Health 

Use of default health pickups from the Unreal Development Kit that include 

the Health Vial and Health back, which give five health and fifty health 

respectively. 

8.2.1.2 Armor   

The only armor give throughout the map is the shield belt which is a default 

in the Unreal Development Kit. 

8.2.2 Weapons 

The weapons for this map are the three default used in Unreal Three. The link gun, 

rocket launched and shock core. These will be placed throughout the map in various 

locations, with the link gun being most common and only a few instances of the rocket 

launcher and shock core. 

9. Game Mechanics and Systems 
 

9.1 Door Mechanics 
The map contains two different doors, one of which slides up and down when a switch is 

interacted with, the other slides side to side when interacted with directly 

9.2 Bridge Mechanics 
There is a lowering bridge to the pirate base that must either be lowered by flipping a 

switch or interacting with the top area of the map. 

9.3 Fractured Meshes 
These consist of boards, bricks, and rocks that can be destroyed with weapons fire to allow 

access to other areas of the map. Boards and bricks are used to cover alternate entrances 

in each base . 

9.4 Physics Actors 
Various objects that will have physics applied so that they move when force is applied. 

Barrels and crates that can provide cover for only a certain amount of time before they are 

blown away. This will add realism to the environmental interactions players will have while 

playing the map.  

9.5 Challenge 
The challenge is to retrieve three flags before the other team does, each team having eight 

players each. In order to score a capture, that teams flag must be present at their base 

when returning with their opponents flag. With multiple entrances and exits there can be 

multiple strategies to defense and offense.   
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9.6 Scoring 
Score is kept track of by Unreal Three at the top center of the screen with the default heads 

up display.  One point is scored fro each flag returned to a base that has not lost it’s flag. 

10. Assets 
 

10.1 Model Asset List 
 

Please refer to the external excel sheet for art assets, Garrett_CTF_Art_Assets. 

  

10.2 Texture Asset List 
 

Please refer to the external excel sheet for art assets, Garrett_CTF_Art_Assets. 

 

10.3 Audio Asset List 
 

Please refer to the external excel sheet for art assets, Garrett_CTF_Audio_Assets. 

 

11. Quality Assurance 
 

11.1 Play Testing Script 
Hello; 

My name is Matthew Garrett and today I would like to present you with a map called 

Pirates Breach. This map is designed for an eight versus eight capture the flag match in the 

Unreal Three game engine. It is based on an pirates versus townsfolk scenario with realistic 

textures and models. 

Thank you in advance for taking time to play this map and offering your feedback on your 

game play experience. 

Please Enjoy; 

Garrett_CTF_Art_Assets.xlsx
Garrett_CTF_Art_Assets.xlsx
Garrett_CTF_Audio_Assets.xlsx
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Matthew 

11.2 Play Testing Script Questions 
Do you think the map is fair, with balance between the bases and distance traveled? 

Is the map too large for an eight versus eight capture the flag environment? 

Which areas of the map did you like or dislike, in respect of playability? 

What did you think of the look of the map, textures and model detail? 

Did you find any game breaking bugs that hindered your game play? 

Please provide any suggestions or general contents, thank you for playing. 

11.3 Play Testing Results 
 

Play testing session one: Single Player, December 01, 2012 (Play- tested on personal 

laptop) 

- Should have more buildings and needs more power ups and ammunition, especially 

if it is to support sixteen players. 

- Player starts need to be fixed 

- No sounds added 

- More variety of weapons 

- Expand the Wharf area 

- Add more lighting 

         Play testing session two: Overview, December 07, 2012 (Play- tested on personal laptop) 

- Populate level more 

- Better lighting 

- Fix several textures for terrain 

- Make several buildings easier to access. 
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12. Prototypes 
 

12.1 Early Hand Drawn Map and Building Layouts 
Topographic Map, Version 1.0 
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Red Base, Floor Breakdown, Bottom to Top   
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Blue Base Floor Plans, Bottom to Top 
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  Blue Base Side View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red Base Side View 
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Tavern and Mill Layouts 
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Top Down Map, Entire Level 
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